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"How long Beloved Saint Germain has waited, how long he has dreamed of a world brotherhood, 

wherein the light of the heart coming from the Universal Father, the Cosmic I AM Presence, shining 

through the Holy Christ Selves of every man is the tie that binds all members of the human race in 

an impersonal, Divine Brotherhood! 

That life, the only eternal part of you, is being released this hour and constantly from the fetters self-

imposed or directed, which are merely temporary change of human limitation. Beloved ones, accept 

this, the Law of Love, as I have taught it and as my chelas have taught it, for centuries. Each person's 

consciousness is like a cup held up and for knowledge to pour into it. When it is filled to the brim and 

not utilized for the benefaction of the race, there is room for no more, until that is absorbed, 

digested spiritually and then radiated forth as a gift of faith, illumination, love, purity, 

consecration, peace, healing or supply! 

For, that karma, too, is written in the book of your life, and YOUR MASTER, YOUR GURU, YOUR 

SPONSOR IN THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ REALM IS RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERY ASPECT OF COSMIC 

TRUTH WHICH IS PRESENTED TO YOU WHICH YOU DO NOT UTILIZE! Think about it, beloved ones, 

think about the amount of truth that has been given to you recently. Think about how much you 

have utilized it, and how much is the obligation to the Divine Being who is your sponsor in the 

Ascended Masters' realm. 

All of you with a sense of spiritual integrity and pride, all of you with a sense of honor, shall want to 
write on your book of life that you have utilized, to the best of your known capacity, that law, that 
love imparted, that faith and trust placed in the hands of unascended individuals by Divine Beings, as 
they share with you, in communion, their very LIFE. Think what the gift of a person's life is. 
 
Even you, in the unascended realm when you commune one with the other, you are sharing the 
priceless gift from the I AM Presence—life, but is that life which you share with your fellowmen 
qualified with love, discrimination and power? Or is that life which you pour into the consciousness 
of another unascended being charged with sorrow and distress?  
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NO MORE SEEDS OF DECAY!.... 
 
"Beloved and blessed ones, so long have I been World Teacher, so many civilizations have come and 
have gone, raised to tremendous heights, wherein the people have mastered the powers of 
levitation, precipitation, and yet always, within those civilizations, there was the seed of decay. 
 
Within the heart of all discord is the seed of decay and its fruit is manifold, causing those 
civilizations which were magnificent, in which many of you dwelt in great Light, some of you being 
no part of that discord, to fall into decay. They are no more except in the sketchy records of 
historians or in the poetry and prose of the folklore of many lands. 

Today, I say, beloved, we of the Ascended Host of Light shall leave not one seed of discord, not one 
cause and core of imperfection upon this Earth within the soul or outer consciousness of any 
lifestream who has used the Earth so freely for centuries.  

When the glorious Ascended Master Saint Germain builds his magnificent Permanent Golden Age, 
there shall be naught to cause it to decline! 
 

 

Let Go Of Your Distress Into The Violet Fire 

 

Beloved ones, make of the Ascended Host, the angelic host, any one of us, your confessors. For that which 
you place into our keeping, that which you lay at our feet in the way of petitions, in the way of calls for 
assistance, we can transmute instantly, and return to you more quickly the blessing you require. Thus, all of 
us are willing to act, and have acted, for ages, as intermediaries and intercessors between unascended 
mankind and the Godhead, not as idols, but as elder brothers and sisters willing to accept that portion of your 
particular destructive karma which you desire to let go. Oh, how tenacious is the hold of the outer self 
consciousness upon its own karma. Only we who pry a portion of it, at every visitation, know how tenacious is 
the hold of the outer self upon personality traits, etheric memories and every type of distress.  
 
Beloved, let go! Let go of your distresses into the Violet Fire, into the keeping of Kwan Yin or of our beloved 
Mother Mary or any one with whom you have a particular affinity, even if you know not that you are 
holding unto certain distresses. 
 

I speak truth from the heights of heaven, when I say that there is karma that is stowed away in the most 
earnest and sincere lifestream, that should have long since been relinquished into the Violet Transmuting 
Flame. IN THE NAME OF GOD! LET GO of that karma of a destructive nature! We are only asking that the 
burdens which you find so heavy may be placed in that Violet Fire. For every bit of that destructive karma, 
every human personality trait, and all human consciousness that you release, we will give back to you on the 
flame and ray of love, a permanent, good, cosmic virtue which will be of assistance to your blessed lifestream 
on its pilgrimage. 
 

Hear you me, children of Earth, as I speak to your minds and to your souls. I plead today, that in the name of 
the Ascended Master Saint Germain, you place that destructive karma into the Freedom Flame and accept 
the blessings of my humble self, and then of my great teacher and guru, the Lord of the World (Lord 
Gautama). When the cosmic rays and flames are made visible, in those certain sacred places where they once 
were manifest, you shall have to have a strength of spirit and a humility beyond the understanding of the 
present day mind. What do you think you would be the activity in a large city were the magnificent presence 
of the Archangel Michael, Master Saint Germain and his Freedom Flame to appear visibly and tangibly? Do 
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you know of the thousands of curious and greedy individuals who would rush toward you, toward the 
guardians of that invoked power. Prepare then a solid phalanx of dedicated and alert chelas for that day. 

 

For years now we have said, prepare for the day, the day is upon us and the hour is here and the very Earth 
moves on her axis. Divinity's realm is bursting with goodness, the beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain is 
at the very door awaiting reception by unascended chelas, in a manner like unto that accorded Sanat Kumara 
as he came on his exile from Venus centuries ago. When the Lemurian Pole Star reached its zenith there was 
no more time and there, shining in the atmosphere above the Earth was Sanat Kumara and his cosmic court. 
Think of the fidelity of those who prepared for 900 years for his coming. Think of yourselves! This is the era, it 
is the hour the Star of Freedom has risen and the beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain shall bring forth 
his manifestations. You are the chelas upon whom he depends.  

 

“You have had now years to prepare. I say to you, before I relinquish the platform to our beloved Lord of 
the World, your era of preparation is completed, your era of service, in the name of God has begun.” 
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